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SOLITONS AND POLARONS IN QUASI-ONE DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTING POLYMERS
AND RELATED MATERIALS

David K. Campbell/Center for F/onllnear Studies and
Theoretical Division, Los Alarms National Laboratory,
Los Alarms, N6JWMexico 87545 U.S.A.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years it has become increasingly ●ppreciated that funda-

mentally nonlinear ●xcitations -- “solitons” -- play an ●sxential

role in ●n incredible variety of natural nyctems. These solitons,

which frequently ●xhibit remarkable stability under interactions

●nd perturbations, ofLen dominate the transport response, or

structural properties of the systems in which they occur. In this

article, we will present an introduction to the solitons that occur

in quasi-one-dimensional conducting polymers (“nynmetalc”) ●nd

k’elated systems. The relevance of this subject to molecular elec-

tronic devicen im twofold. First, many of these materials have

molecular structures ~imilar to possible proto vpe “molecular

twitches”. Second, to Underhand in detail how ● molecular elec-

tronic device could work, it in ●ssential to have ● broad perspec-

tive on the nature of possible excitation- in ● variety of naturcl

●nd ~ynthetic molecular materials.



To focus our discussion, we will concentrate on the synthetic

polymer “polyacetylene”, usually denoted (CH) This is ●r8uably
x“

the simplest conjugated polymer and certainly the mornt ●xtensively

studied in recent times. Limitations of space prevent us from

giving ●ven a sketchy introduction to the present literature, let

●lone ● comprehensive review, Fortunately, ● number of recent

●rticlem and conference proceedings ● re available to the reader

desirous of further information (1-6).

We be8in our discussion, in the next sectian, with a brief

qualitative description of the chemical structure, materials pro-

perties, and potential technological applications of polyacetylene.

We diucuas the ●xistence of two isomers, trans-(CH)x ●nd ~-(GH)x,

●nd indicate a crucia: difference in ayuxnetry which strongly

●ffecte the nature of the nonlinear ●xcitations. In Section 111 we

consider trans-(CH)x , show that there are two degenerate configura-

tions (two Kekule structures) for the ground state of the infinite

polymer, ●nd then introduce a phenomenological ❑odel (7) that indi-

cates how this degeneracy ●llows “kink” solitons -- that ia, non-

linear excitations which aver a finite spatial region connect the

two different ground state configuration -- to ●xist in trsns-

(CH)X, With this motivation, we tranclate in Section IV frou our

chemical description to a simple ❑icroscopic physical model (8-10),

based on ● coupled ●lectron-phonon picture, ●nd show that this model

●dmits two kinks of solltons: the “kinks” , which were ●nticipated by

our intuitive ●r8umentc, ●nd “polarona”, which are two-band gen-

●ralizations of the conventional polaron (11). After ● ●hort diacu~-

sion of the properties of these ●xcitation ●nd their possible

experiments? consequences, we turn in Section V to a microscopic

model for polaronn in ~-(CH)x (12), Here we find that the ●bsence

of ● de8eneratc ground state precludro the ●xistence of “kink” m.~li-

tons; only polaron-type (including ●ulti-poiaron) statea can exi-t.

Since ucllke tratiu-(CH)x most quasi-one-dimensional conducting

p~lymern (polydiacetylene, polyparaphenylen~, polypyrrole) do not—

have degenerate ground ataten, we concludr that polarons, ●lthough

■ ore conve,ltional than kinks, ● re ●lao more generic. In Section VI



we relate the polaron found in the coupled ●lectron-phonon model to

the (perhaps) more familiar one-bsnd polmruns ~tudied in the context

of the molecular c~stal ●odel (11) and show that the two polarons

● re ●lwmyn qualitatively the same ●xcitation ●nd, for certain range

of the parameters, become quantitatively ●ssentially identi?al. A

brief discussion of the current ●xperhentml rituation, the possible

complications of comparing the simple ●odels with the real ● a-

terials, ●nd some concluding remarks comprise Section VII.

II. BACKGROUNDCHEMISTRYAND HATERIALS PROPERTIES

As the chemical formula (CH)X suggests, idealized polyacetylene

consists of a large grouping of C(carbon)-Hthydro8en) units linked

in 8 linear polymer, The polymer occurs in two i~omeric foxms:

trans-(CH)x ●nd ~-(CH)x, the structures of which ● re shown

schematically in Figs. 1 and 2.

The idealized (infinite) one-dimensional chain chemical

structureti shown in these figures nunmarize conveniently ● number

of features contained in the phymical models for trcns- and cis-

(CH)X we will introduce later. Congider the ca~c of trans-(CH)
x’

Fif4. 1. Fir-t, the structure shows ● carbon backbone consisting

of altern~ting double and single bonds. Iknce the fundamental unit

which repeats contair - two carbonfi ●nd two hydrogenn, and the chain

ia thum said to be “d-meriz~d”. Note that the double bonds ● re

physically shorter than Shs siagle bondm, ●nd thur the schematic

●tructure indicates that J Unifom bond leng~.h ●tate is unfavored

relative to bond alternation. Second, takcc literally ●s drawn,

the structures suggest that polyacetylene im indeed a quami-one-

dimensional ❑aterial, w.th the importgnt physical dimenmion being

●long the carbon backbone. Third, the difference between the two

structures shown in Fig. 1 ia simply whether, for a Civen carbon

●tom, the double bond lies to the left or to the ritht, since

all bondc are ● t the same ●ncle to the backbone Axic. For an

infinite cb~in, it ce~ms intuitively clear that thin nhould make

no difference tn the energy of tne systel~; thmt io, the two Kekule

structure- are de~enerate energetically, We rhmll tee below that



this ic indeed the case and that the ground state of trans-(CH)
x’

L8 two-fold degenerate. This ia indicated in Fig. 3(a), which—

plots the energy per unit length of the chain as ● flLYIC~lOI) of the

value of the bond ●lternation; notice that the case of uniform bond

length (A= O in Fig. 3(a)) is unstable.

For ~-(CH)x, the -thematic structures abown in Fig. 2 do not

have the obvious nymnetry of the trans case cnd in fact cis-(CH)—— x
lza~ a unique g.ound ststr. (the ~-c~-tranaoid configuration,

mhown in Fig. 2(*)). Tnus a plot of the ●nergy pe: unit length

ver?l~. bond alternation hati the form ohown in Fig. 3(b). Although

the energy difference per unit length between the metastable ●nd

ground state is small, foi ●n infinite polymer the total difference

in energy is infinite. We #hall later see that the uniqueness of

the c&-(CH)x around state configuration has profound consequences

for the types of nonlinear ●xcitations that can exist.

Although ●ll our detailed discussion here will deal with the

idealized material described ●bove, it isi important ●.o inject a bit

of reality by describing briefly the nature of polyacetylene ●s

●ctually tyntheaized. In the standard (Ziegler-Natta-Shirakawa)

synthesis,’ polyacetylene is obtained ●s a flexible, ailver-

colored film. The ●a-aynthssized ❑aterial is in the cis-iaomerir

form. Upon heating, the polymer changes to the trrnns-isomer, which

iu the more -table St room temperature (4, 5). The morphology of

the polymer in the film can be varied nubttantially by changing the

conditions of synthesis (l-6), but in ❑ ost caseo one find= a ❑atrix
o

of intertwined fibrils, roughly 200 A in diameter, with large voids

between the fibrils. Within the fibrils ● re many individual (CH)
x

cbaint; recent experimental results (13) have ●stablished that tbe

chain axe~ are parallel to tbe fibril ●xia, There i- some cross-

linking bettieen individual chains, hut the ●mount iu hard to deter-

mine quantitatively ●nd neem~ to bc ● ~enaitive function of the

details of the synthesis.

Finally, let me remark b:iefly on one of the principal reasons

for technological interest in palyacetylene (4, 5). The conductiv-

ity of the aa-fom~d (CH) ~ film is on the urdcr of 10
-8

to 10
-9 Oh-l



cm-?By chemical doping (with AsF5, Cl, Li, ●*-) ●t the level of

● few percent, the conductivity of the polyacetylene films cm be
+3

increased to (as much ●s) 5 x 10 ohm
-1 -1

CL. (5), ●nd thus (CH)X

can be transformed by doping from ●n insulator to a “synthetic

metal” . The iqlications of this for lightweight batteries ●nd

●lectrical mnd solar cell components may be profound (4, 5).

III. MOTIVATION FOR SOLITONS IN POLYACETYLENE

Before plunging into the details of ● microscopic model of polyace-

tylene, it ia useful to di~cuss some simple phenomenological con-

siderations which motivate the ●xistence of aolitons in this

polymer. Consider the idealized infinite chain of trans-(CH) x
●ud recall Fig. 3(a), which shows schematically the ●nergy per

unit length versus the bond alternation/dimerizatio’l purameter,

which for later purposes we have called A. Let us con~truct ●

flimple phen~memological theory (7) -- in the tpirit of Landau-

Ginzburg theories (14) - which incorporates the fea~ures implied by

the Fig. 3(a), including the two degenerate minima. Treating A as

the bond length distortion order parameter,
2

we see that ● simple

potential, ●nergy function that fits the form of Fig. 3(a) in

V(A) = : (A2-A~)2 . (3.1)

If A varier in space -- i.e., along the chain ● - there will be

amaociated ● retrain ●nergy -- chemically, this ia due to the

stretching or compressing of the u-bonds -- which we can model by ●

term of the form

(3,2)

Finally, if the bond length distortion varies in time, we would

●xpect a kinetic ●nergy contribution, which in ita nimplest form

would be

E
kinetic(A) = } (+)2 . (3.3)



Combining these three terms le~ds to an ●ffective ●nergy functional

for ● general space-time dependent order parameter, A(x,t), of the

formz

+ ~ (A2(x,t)-A~)2] , (3.4)

Solutions which minimize this ●nergy functional are fourd by

sezting th- functional derivative &E/6A ‘~ O.

By construction, E{A} has two space-time independent solu-—

ticns -- A = 2 A -- corresponding to the two degenerate configura-
0

tions in Fig. 1; the ●nergy of these configuration’ is zero. A

space-time dependent solution would obey the equation

a2b 82A—-— . A@A3=0.
0t2 8X2

(3.5)

This equation, which is familiar in ~oliton circles (15), has

“kink’’(K) and “onti-kink’’(~) ~olutions of the forms

LJ(x+xG-vt)
Lj+x,t) = + Aotanh( ),

J

A#x, t) = -q(x,t)

2 -$where y = (l-v ) . For ● kink or anti-kiuk ● t rest (=O,y=l),

the total ●nergy isz

(3.7)

so the K and fi reprement fin~tc ●nergy ●xcitation ●bove the ground

rotate. Notice that the energy denmity of the kink ie localized—.——-

arwnd x = -xo. Further, since they obey (?.5), the K and ~ are

clearly nonlinear ●xcitations. FocuDirIg on thr kink -olution, VP



see that for x + -m,
%.

+-A, whereas for % + *, ~ + +Ao. Thus

~he kink represents ● nonlinemr ●xcitation wbicb inte~olates,

over a localized region, between one degenerate ground state and

tbe other; in ehort, the kink fits precisely tbe definition of a

soliton in trans-(CH)x. Schematically, this ●xcitation is shown

in Fig. 4.

Having thus motivated the ●xistence of kink solitons in

trans-(CH)x, it is ●ssential to ❑ake three points clear before

turning to a detailed microscopic model. First, the infinite

polymer must be in ●ither tbe state with A = ●AO ~ tbe state with

A= -Ao; there is no “resonance” between these states. As a con-

sequence, kinks must be made in ~ pairs from the ground state.

To see this ●xplicitly, consider t~ing to make a single kink

localized ●round x = -x o on a polyacetylene chain in the A = -A.

ground state. Since the kink rnatisfies

the ground state has A =

~ + +Ao ●s X +*, whereas

-A. over ●ll space, to ❑ake ● single kink

would require overcomir.g tbe barrier (see Fig. 3(a]) to go from

-A. to +Ao over the whole (semi-infinite) region -x. ~ x ~ *.

Since this barrier has finite ●nergy per unia length, the total

barrier to making ● single kink is infinite. For ❑aking ● ~

pair, however, no such barrier rxists, since this ●xcitation can

join nmoothly with the A = -A. ground ●t~te ●t both x + -~ ●nd

X+*. The sketch in Fig. 5 makes this point graphically. AU a

consequence of the restriction that kinks mumt “be made in KK pairs,

kinks ●nd ●nti-kinks ● re termed “topological” excitations. Second,
.

since K and K interpolate between th? two degenerate ground states,

a neceosary condition for the cxi~tence of kinks is the ●xistence

of thin degeneracy. Accordingly, kink solitons should not ●xist in

~-(CH)x, ●nd we will see in Section V that indeed they do not.

Finally, our phenomenological ■odel has motivated the ●xistence of

kink-like solitons only. An we shall see in tbe next sections,

more realistic microscopic models predict the ●xistence of ●nether

type of soliton: the (non-topological) polaron.



Iv. trans-(CH)x: KINKS AND POLARONS

To model ❑icroscopically the trans-(CH)x chain shown in Fig. 1,

one must describe the coupled ❑otions of the lattice backbone of

C-H units and the ●lectrons that can in principle move along the

chain. Of the four valence ●lectruns per carbon, three fom rela-

tively deeply bound molecular orbitals in the (CH)X polymer and

thus can, at least in the first instance, be treated as nondynamic.

Thus Ihe problem reduces to describing the coupled motion of the

(C-H) lattice and the single (n-orDital) ●lectron per carbon that,

heuristically speaking, “determines where the double bond goes”.

This modelling can be done ●ither in a (more realistic) lattice

formulation (8, 10, 16) or in a (more analytically tractable) con-

tinuum ❑odel (9, 17]. The continuum theory is derived as the limit

for the lattice spacing, a, approaching zero of the lattice model.

Fort~ately, the results of the two theories are in close agreement,

so we can focus here on the more accessible continuum theory,

●bstracting from the lattice ❑odel only the important result of

the form of the single (n) ●lectron spectrum, shown in Fig. 6.

The kinematic variables in the continuum electron phonon

❑odel (9, 17) of tran5-(CH)x are the bond alternation/band gap order

parameter, A(x) (conventionally having dimensions of ●nergy),

describing the phonon (i.e., lattice) motions and a two component
(1)+,$(2)+

●lectron field, $+ = ($ ) to describe the n-electrons.

The “adiabatic ❑ ean field Hamiltonian” for the microscopic con-

tinuum model describing the coupling of these variables has the

foml (9, 17)

where W2/2g2
Q

is the net effective ●lectron-phonon coupling constant,

Ui IS the itJ Pauli matrix, ●ud VF it th, Fermi velocity (in units

with ~ = ), VF = Wa/2). Here and henceforth to simplify the nota-

tion -’e have suppressed ● ●pin label, n, which should be ●ttached



to ●very ~ to indicste the two spin states ●vailable t6 an ●lee-

tron in ● given ●nergy state. Further, for reasons of later con-

venience, we have not used the standard basis for the ●lectron

wave functions; serious readers will have no difficulty making the

ransformation necessary for comparison with the literature (9, 17).

In deriving (4.1), the lattice kinetic ●nergy -- which, ● s argued

in Section III, would lead to ● term proportional to ~2(x) -- has

been explicitly ignored. Obviously, this will have no ●?fect on

the static solutions we discua& below, but it is very significant

for on-going studies involving the dynamics of solitons in (CH) x“
In chemical terms, H repzecents ● simple one-electron Hiickel-

type theory. In particular, it contains no direct ●lzctron-

●lectron interactions. ?luch current theoretical interest (1, 18)

has recently been focused on determining how significant this omis-

sion is. Although, the full story is not yet in, It teems that at

the very least ❑ost of the qualitative features of the si~le model

in (4.1) survive the inclusion of ●lectron-electron interactions.

Her~ce (4.1) represents a sensible starting point for **zdying

trans-(CH)x.

TLe field ●quations that follow from tbe variation of H are

for the single particle electron wave functions

~$(2)

Cn$:’) ‘—+ w:])
n

= ‘F 8X

~v(l)

c ,,$2) — -
M(2)

na = -% a: n

and for the “self-consistent” bond ●lternationlbond

A(x) = -&2 (u:)-l 1° (1$$)1’ - 10:%2) .
n

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

gap parzmete[

(/’ ‘c)

The prime on th? cuswnation symbol in (4.2c) indicates that the mum

is over ●ll occupied electron states.



How do Eqs. (4.2) reflect the conclusions of ou qualitative

discussion of the chemical structure ~if trans-(CH)x’( Recall that we

●nticipated that the configurational ●nergy as a function of (con-

stant) A would look like Fig. 3(a), no that the uniform bond l“ngth

-- ●quivalently, gaplesu ●lectronic spectrum as in Fig. 6(a) --

state with b = C is unstable (the “Peierls instability” (19)) and

the ground state is two-fold degenerate. Fcr constant A, Eqs.

(4.2a) ●nd (4.2b) can readily be solved in terms of plane waves.

The tigenenergies are, for A = A s(k)
2 2 2 +Eh

= t(k VF+AO)
0’

k *O that

the ●lectronic spectrum consists of a valence band (c(k) = -LUk) and

a conduction band [c(k) = +wkl separated by a gap of MO. These sub-

bands are the continuum versions of those shown in Fig. 6(b) for

the lattice model- The ●xplicit aolu?ions in the valence barld are

*(l)(X1
k

= Nk ●ikx(ivFk) (4.3a)

(4.3b)

-1 =
with N

k (2n)$(2uk(uk+Ao))* ,

Using these solutions, one can show that all the results antici-

pated from the simple chemical structures are indeed correct, that

E(A) varies as A21h.A2 (9, 10, 20, 21) (which does have the form

shown in Fig. 3(a)) and that the gap ●quation (4.2c) determines Ao
eelf-consistently via

F
Aodk

Cio = (82/$ : .~ ~k2v2+A2$J “
Fo

(4.4)

Note the crucial result that the cut-off wrve vector, K, is chomen

●uch that the ●nergy ●t the cut-off corresponds to tbe correct n-

●lectron b~nd width (W

Thus

s 10 eV, as shown in Fig. 6) in trans-(CH)x.

2KvF , since Kv >> A
F 0’



The need for this cut-off comes solely from a linearization of the

spectrum about ~ made in ~oing to the continuum model. As shown

ic Fig. 6, tbe true spectrum of the lattice model ●utomatically

covers a finite ran~e. Solving (4.4) for KVF >> A. gives

30 = W ●xp(-A-l), with A = 2 -1
282(nvFuJQ) , (4.5)

where the parameters have all been introduced previously (see Fig.

6). Since A. S0.7 ●V and W : 10 ●V, Eq. (4.5) implies that

the dimensionless couplii~g A ~ 0.38.

From the considerations of Section III we anticipate that

“kick” and “anti-kirk” soliton solutions to Eqs. (4.2) should exist.

They do, ●nd, interestingly, they have the same functional form for

A as that found in our phenomenological model:

+ = +Ao tan-b x/E
o’

(4.6)

with co = vF/Ao, and for the anti-kink ~ = -{:(. The associated

single ●lectron spectrum again consists of extended (modified

plane wave) states in the conduction and valence bando plus a~

additional, localized “mid-gap” state with &o = O. Tbe ●xplicit

form of the mid gap ●lectron wave function for the kink is

(4.7)

with N -+=;~o . Tbe kink excitation and ❑id-gap ●lectron distri-

butlonaare Ghown in Fig. 7(a).

For ●ither K or k, the “mid-gap” state can be occupied by O, 1,

or 2 ●lectrcns, leading to the localized excitations with the

bizarre spin/charge ●ssignments indicuted in Fig. 7(b). Explicit-ly,

one finds that the neutral kink (K”) has a single electron in the

ntate c ; since all states in the valence band remain spin-paired,o
tbe -pin of tbe K“ is 1/2 (8-10, 16, 17)! Similar arguments show

+
that K , which has no ●lectrons in co, ●nd K-, which bas two elec-

trons in co, both have spin zero. Thrse results seem to violate

conventional solid rntate spin/charge relations which follow quite

generally from the fact that the basic charge-carrying object, the



●lectron, has spin ~ ●nd charge (-e). Nonethele~s, recent theore-

tical studies (22) have confirmed that this ●ffect -- which is

related to the concept of “fractional” charge (23) -- is ●xpected,

●nd the search for experimental confirmation of this prediction is

on .

The ●nergy of a mingle kink (or nnti-kink) of ●ny charge is

‘K
= E~ = 2Ao/n. However, as noted in Section III, topological

constraints require that kinks be produced in KK pair~. Thus the

■inimum ●nergy state involving kinks which can be excited from the

Rrou.nd state is a single ~ pair with ●nergy 4Ao/n. In a conven-

tional ~emi-conductor, the lowest-lying ●xcitation would be a

particle-hole pair, with ❑inimum ●nergy E~~n = 2A0 (i.e. so that

the electron at the top of rhe valence band is ●xcited to the bottom

of the couduc~ion band). Thus one has the ●xciting theoretical

prediction, which Laz been referred to in several other contribu-

tions to thic conference, Lhat the elementary ●xcit~tions from the

ground btate in trans-(CH)x are tbe ●xotic “kink” aolitons.

In ●ddition to considering ●xcitations from the ground state

which conaeme the total ●lectron number, one is interested in

predicting what ●xcitations exist when single electrons are ●dded

to, or taken from, the ground state. This im particlllarly important

far understanding the technologically important “loping” procehs,

for the otandnrd dopants ●ither remove or ●dd ●lectrons to the

undoped (CH)X polymer chains. For definiteness, let us consider

what happens when a single ●lectron is added to an infinite chain

of trans-(CH)x. 7f nne tried to rnccornodate this ●lectron in the

mid-gap sta&e associated with a kink, since kj.nks ❑ ust be produced

in ~ paira, the minimum ●nergy for adding w single ●lectron would

be 4Ae!n. Thu5 it would be ●nergetically more favorable nimply to

put the ●lectron in the lowest atate in the conduction band, mince

this coatn ●n energy Ao. In fact, as we illustr~te in detail

below, the ❑ ost r.er8etically favorable state ●vailable tJ ● single

●lectron im the “polaron” (12, 16, 21, 24, 25) to which we now turn

our ●ttention.



Ualike kinks, polaron& represent ● localized deviation from

one of the degenerate ground states of trsns-(CH)—. ~, ● s illustrated

in Fig. 8(a). The ●xplicit form of the polaron soiutiou to Eq.

(4.2) can be writtcu in the revealing form (cf. Eq. (4.6))

~(x) = A. - KovF {tanh KovF(x+xo)-tanh Ko(x-xo)) (4.8)

where

tanh 2K x = KovF/Lo . (4.9)
00

The single ●lectron states for this form of 4 ●gain include

●xtended Btat.es in the conduction ●nd valence bands, which are

plane waves “phaee-shifted” by the polaron “potential”. The

●xplicit forms are availabie in the literature (21). In ●ddi:ion,

there ● re two localized ●lectronic otates, with energies symme”

trically placed at Et = tie, where W. = (A~-K~V~)+. The ●lectronic

wave functions for theee localized states ●re, for c+ = +W
o

p
+ = N+[s=ch Ko(x+xo)+sech Ko(X-xo)] (4.10a)

(2)
●nd $+ = N+[-sech Ko(x+xo)+sech Ko(x-xo)] (4.10b)

Interestingly, the polaron confi~uration for A(x) -- Eqi (4.8)

●nd the ●s~ociated ●lectron wave functions (21) -- satitfy the ●lee-

tron part -- Eqs. (4.2a) ●nd (4.2b) -- of the continuum ●quations

for ~ KOVF in the ●llowed ranBe O ~ KOVF : Ao. It is the nelf-

connittent gap ●quation -- (4.2c) -- that determines the specific

o F for ●n actual solution to the coupled equationa. UN-value of .< v

●urpr~singly, the nature of the solution depends on the occupation

number~ -- call

some ●spects of

vert Eq. (4.2c)

simplifying the

tively, for the

them n+ and n- -- of the gap levels C* = *o. Ucing

-oliton theory (12, 21, 24), one can in ●fiect con-

to an •lu~braic ❑inimization problem. Apart i~om

probl?m technically, thir is very ●ppealing intui-

quantity beinu minimized is er-entially the ●ner&y



of the full interacting ●lectron-phonon system. One finds that

E~rans(n+,n-,Ko) = (n+-n-+2)wo + $ KOVF

4
tan

-ii”’o
‘] (KoVF/Uo) . (4.11)

With KOVF = Ao8in9 ●nd U. = A COS9 -- possible mince w: + (KOVF)2 =

A2
tran;

-- one can show that E
o P

ir ❑inimized for e = e(n+,n-) =

(n+-n-+2)n/4. From this result it follows that for a ctable,

locglized polaron solution the electrGns must be distributed in

one of two configurations (see Fig. 8(b)):

(1) n+= I,nm = 2, the “electron polaron” state, with Q = -e

●nd S = ~“
2’

or (2) n+=O,nm = 1, the “hole polaron” state, with Q = +e and

s; =.-.

Thus, unlike kinks, polarons have conventional spin/char8e rela-

tions. For either electron or hole polaron, 8 = n/4, so KOVF =

W. = Ao/~~ and E~rans = 245 Ao/no. This is .ess than A -- ●nd
o

obviou~ly ●lso less than 4 Ao/n, the minimum ~ pair ener8y --

rnnd hence the polaron is the lowest energy ●xcitation available

to a single ●lectro~ ●dded to a trans-(CH)x chain,— .. ——.

Ucing Eqs, (4.8) ●nd (4.11) we can ●lno nnswer the natural

quertion “What happens if wc t~ to form a “bipolaron” by ●ddin8

● mecond electron (or bole) to a polaron rotate?” For ●ny of the

●lectron-electron (n+ = n- = 2), bole-bole (n+ = n- = O), or
tranm

●lectron-hole (n+ = rI- = 1) configurations, Ep is ❑inimized

for e = n/2, no that Ko\’F = A UIo = O ●nd from Eq. (4,9), X. + m.
0’

Thus the-e putative “bipolmrons” in trans-(CH)x ●ctually corres-

pond to ●n infinitely separated (x. + =) ~ pair, ●n Eq. (4.8)

would sug8est. Hence when a single electron is ●dded to ● trann-

(CH)X chain, it should form a polaron, whereas when many ● xcess

electrons ● re prec:nt OL a single chain, it becomes ●nergetically

favorable to form many ~ pair-. A consequence i- that the responsr

●nd transport properties of lightly-doped -- average of ~ one

tlectron (or hole) per chain -- trans-(CH)x should b< controlled—..—



by polarons , whereas more heavily doped ramples should reflect the

kink dominsnce,

Our picture of (idealized) trans-(CH)x thus refltcts a fae-

cinatin8 ●nd rich structure of nonlinear, soliton-like ●lementa~

●xcitations. In the next 8ection, we will see how this structure

changes when the critical degeneracy of the ground state 19 not

present.

v. ~-(CH)x: tlULTIPOLARONS

From the perspective of the nonlinear ●xcitations we are discussing,

the mo~t important difference between the trarls ●nd cis isomers of

(CH)X is that for ~-(CH)x there ic ● unique, non-de~cnerate

ground state , ● s shown in Fig, 3(b), Aa we have indic.sted pre-

viou~ly, an irmlediate consequence is that mince there are not two

degenerate 8round states for kink solitonm to conmect, there ● re

no kink soliton solutions in cir-(CH)x! Similarly, in ● wide clams.—

of other quasi-one-dimensional conducting polymers (poly-diace-

tylene, poly-paraphenylel , polypyrrole) with non-degenerate gro.nd

mtateu, there can be no kink sol~.tons. Since thin point ia co

crucial, let us discuss it from ●n intuitive viewpoint before pre-

senting the detailed mathematical ❑odel.

What would happen if one tried to create a kink/anti-kink pair

from the ground state in g-(CH)x7 Suppome that 6E/B (ace Fig.

3(b)) is small -- ●n it is in c&n-(CH)x -- -O that the metastable

●nd ground ttate h-ve ●lmost the same ●nergy per unit leugth. One

could then imaaine con~tructing ● confi~uration -- call it an “anti-

kink” -- tbmt interpolated between ~. (the ~-ground state) arid

A (the ❑eta-table state), remained in A
ms

mm for a npatial dintance

d, ●nd then interpolated between AmE ●nd ~. (a “kink”). The form

of A would look like (4,8), with d = 2X0. For finite d, the con-

fi8uratioil would have finitr enersy, but since 6E/1 > 0, for d + ~,

it- energy would become infinite like (6E/A)*d, mnd hence ●n in-

dependent, “free” ti pair tan not ●xist. In this ~ense, one can

say that the putative kinks in ~-(Cl ~ ● re “confined”. Of cour~?,

referrin8 to (4.11), WF see that ]
.

Imanently confined KK pair- havr



the same structure for A as polarons. Tbust in QMCHIX? Q!l!Y

polaron-t ype nonlinesr ●xcitations will ●xist.

To make this preciee, it is very uneful to ●tudy ●n ●xplicit

●odel of ~-(CH)x (due to Brazov~kii ●nd Kirova (12)) which is ●

natural ●xten~ion of the ❑icroscopic ●lectron-phonon Hamiltonian

proposed for trsns-(CH) One ●ssumem (12, 26) thst the gap para-
X“

mete: csn be written ●s ~(x) = Ai(x) + Ae, where the ~ntrinaic gap

Ai(x) is sensitive to the ●lectron feedbsck (as for trsns) but A

is ● ccnstant, ●xtrinnic comment (12, 26). This Ansatz can bee—-

motivated iG terms of ●ffects ●rLeing from moleculsr orbittls other

than the n-orbithl ●xplicitly included in (4.1,),

The ●diabatic mean field Hamiltonian for ~-(CH)x then

beccmes (12, 27, 28)

UJ2
Hci~ = ~ dx{j d;(x) + lj+(X)(iV u~ ~ & + (Ai(x)+Ae)u3) $(X)) . (5.1)

B

Althou8h in the interest of simplicity we have not indicated

this ●xplicitly, it is hpartant LO realize thnt c1l the physics]

parameters in the model of cis-(CH)x -- lattice ●pacin8, ●ffectiv~-—

el?ctron-phonon couplino constant, band width, fermi velocity, band

gap -- can have different values from thone in trana. Comparin8

(4,1) ●nd (5.1), we aee that with the replacement A(x) + ~(x) =

Ai(x) ● Ae, the ●lectron ●quations for trano can be converted to——

thoce for cis. Thus, the structure of the ●lectron upectrum and

the eitenfunctionn will be the cam?. The gap ●quation i-, however,

●edified to read

Ai(x) = X(X) - Ae = ‘t2(W~)-1 ~’(1$
(1),2 - ,.(2),21 ,

(5,2)n n

which lehdrn fo ~Jfferent constraint~ on solution- ●nd on bound

-tate ●itenvalue-. Speciflually, tl~r 8round mtat- ham the unigur- ..- ...

valur ~. determined from



(5.3)

(5.4)

where A. ic ●s given by &q, (4.5).

In confirmation of our earlier ●rguments, it can be mhown

directly that there ● re no kink solutionn when the ❑edified gsp—

●qustion, (5.2), io considered. For polaron configurations, one

finds that ~xactly the same functional fom •~ that in (4.8) does

8ati8fy the cie equationrn provided K. is chooen ●ppropriately..—

Again ucins soliton techniques (12, 21, 27) to convert the gap

equstion to ●n ●lgebr~ic ❑inimization problem, one finds

E~i’’(n+,n-,Ko)= (n+-n-+2)wo + # uovf - ~UJ t#n-l(Kovf/wo)
no

+4-
KV KV

of of
~ A. y[tanh-l (—) - ~–]

z A.
o

where y ❑ Ae/fio is ● measure of the strength of the moliton

“confin~ment” ●nergy. Introducing 0 such that KoVf ■ ~ minO ●nd
o

w c ~. cotO, one finds that E
Cis

o P
is minimized for snlutiona to the

equation

e + y tsnEl = (n+-n +2)n/4 ,.

0<8<n/2. (5.6).-

In the limit of zero ●xtrinsic gap (Ap = O) Y = O, ●nd ● - expected

(5,6) reduces to the recult for trans-(CH)x. For y > 0, (5,6) --——

unlike the corresponding trann equstion -- ha- solution- for ●ll.——

combination of n+ ●nd n . An nhown in Table 1, these ● re polaron

●nd ■ultipolaron ctateo (12, 27). Note that sc the rffert~ve



pclaron occupation number, N z n+ - n- + 2, increanen, both the

polaron width (2 Xo) ●nd depth Increa,e, ●s one would ●xpect intui-

tively. Note ●lso that the qualitative nature of theme multipolaron

#tmtes V~rieB nub~ttintially. Tbe (e-~) bipolaron (n+ = n- = 2), for

●xample, can only have -pin zero ●nd bas charge -2 relative to the

ground stmte. In contrast, the (c-h) bipolaron can •~ist in ●ither

singlet (s = O) or triplet (s = 1) forms ●nd, with charge Q = O

relative to the ground rtate, could more properly be called ●n

“exciton”. Depending on spin, multipolaron states involving both

● ●nd b are subject to rapid photn-recombination, which renders them

unstable, Nonetheless, in ~-(CH)x ●nd other similar quasi-one-

dimensional systems, we ●xpect ● fascinating variety of polaron

nonlinear ●xcitations.

VI . RELATION TO CONVENTIONAL ONE-BAND POIARON THEORY

Conventional polaron theory, ●s for ●xample discussed in the context

of the molecular cryetal model (11), is based on the intuition that

a distortion of the molecular lattice can create ● locnlized elec-

tronic rotate just below the conduction band ●nd that when this

localized rotate is occupied by an ●lectron the lattice distortion

is self-conniatently ttabilizedi This situation is ohown schemati-

cally in Figm 90 Since this conventional picture fncuseo only on

the conduction band, we can refer to it ●n ● “one-band” polaron

tbcory. In contrast, the polaronic excitations we have discucaed in

tbc previous section-, ●lthough again involving localized electronic

states end self-consistent lattice distortion-, involve both the

(empLy) conduction band states ●nd the (occupied) valence band

level~, ● s shown in Fi8. 8(b). I’heze are thus “two-band” polarons,

●nd it im natural to seek to understand Lhe relation of tbene to

the conventional “one-band” polaronD, In this section we show

that the-e two typt-s of ●xcitation- ● re ●lwayn qualitatively the

same object, ●nd, for certain vnluea of the parameters, become

quantitatively ●omentially identical (29), In the ●na’ling d~~-

cusrion, wc @hall focun on the ●lectron polaron, With obvious



modifications, the same ●rguments ●pply to the hole polaron.

In the continuum limit, the conventional one-band polaron

theory (11) ●pplied to a one-dimensional system (30) leads to an

●quation for the localized state ●lectronic wave ful,:tion (aO(x))

of the form

dzao(x)
- yo(x)ao(x) = coao(x) (6.la)

dx2

where the localized lattice distortion ye(x) is determined self-

consistently in terms of so(x) by the ●quation

Ye(x) = alao(x)lz , (6.lb)

with u an ●ffective coupling constant. When Eqs. (6.la) and (6.lb)

● re combined, they lead to the well-known “nonlinear Schr6dinger

equation” (30, 31)

2
d so(x)

- - a!ao(x)lzco(x) = coao(x) (6.2)
dxz

for the localized ●lectronic wave function. The polaron 1s just

the familiar (envelupr) aoliton solution (31)

so(x) E (:)$ aech ~ (x-xo) , (6.3)

with X. bein8 the location of the polaron.

To -cc hov thiB relateE to the two-band polaron, we start from

the ●quations of the coupled ●lectron-phonon model -- for definite-

ness, we chooue the trans-(CH)x case -- ●nd consider a WSQ bound.— .——

polaron. By thin wc mean ● n ●xcitation in which UIo : Ao, DO

Ko\p/A <<],
o

and for which A differs only -lightly from itm ground

otate vail’c & , ThuB we write A = A - X and rtudy Eqs. (4 2) iIl
o

pou~rt of l/AO, For clpctron states near the bottom of the conduc-
0

tion band -- which ● rt thom~ moqt relevant to our w~akly bound



polaron -- one has, from (4.2), fin = A. + O(k2). Thus for uhese

●tates c ~+AZ 2A0 and (4.2b) immlies

/Jl)
*(2) = I

n ‘#-vF*] ‘
o

(6.4)

,0 that $(z) is of order (1/A) relative to $~’) and further, this
n

(2)
o

leading term in * (1)can be calculated directly from U . Hence

‘]) (4c2a)nremains,3
n

to leading order in I/Ao, only the Eq, for $n

Focusing on a weakly bound state w~th

(6.5)

and substituting

valid to leading

for ~$(2)o ~ax by di:ferentiatirg (6.4) -- which is

order in KcvF/Ao -- we obtain, using (6.5),

2: 2
‘K V

~24,(1)

( -+) (+:14 = (;:%( 02 ) - L!lj’) ,
0 0 ax

(6,6)

which clearly has the form of a SchrGdinger ●quation with potential

z=A-A,
o
Turning to the sielf-coneihtency

rewrite it olightly in the following

A(x) = Ao-dx) = *2 (Iq,$y .

“’Q

2

equation for A, Eq. (4.2c), we

suggestive way:

,.(2) 2,
01

*(Z ,$(1),2 - ,4(2),2
n n

‘Q
Cn<u,s

(6,7)

We have ●lready seen that $
(2)

is O(l/Ao) relative to $
(1)
o

, and so

to th~ order wc ● re worhing”w? can drop it in (6.7). But what

about the (infinitrl) nun over the states with negative energy?

From Fig, B(b) one neea that for rrn.11 KoVF/Ao, these states are



●ll separated by a “lwrge” energy (~ LAO) from the state ●t co =

+uJ Further, these states ● re all fully occupied in the ●lectron
o“

polaron configuration, just as th~y ● re in the ground state. This

motivates the “frozen valence band” {FVB) approximation, which is

indicatra graphicbliy in Fig. 10. !ierc one argues that since

A(x) differs only slightly from its ground state value, the

shifts in states in and near the valence band are small, and one.—

can approximate the sum over all states with ●nergies less than

zero by its value ii; ~he ground state. But, from (4.2c) ●nd (4.4),

this value is just .3.! Thus , ~~ithin the FVB approximation, the sum

on the right of (6.7) cancels the A. m the left and we ● re left

with

(6.8)

which when inserted into (6.6), yields precisely the same nonlinear

Schr6dinger ●quatioc fou~d in the one-band polaron theory. T!,e

proof that the PM rnpproxinmtxon is actually valid to lehding order

in (KovF/Ao) is available in tile literature (29). Interested

readers can verify directly,
(1)

b“,: ●xpanding the forms of $0 ●nd

~(x) for KoVF/A C< 1, that (6.8) holds for our polaron solutions,
2° 2

provided that g !UQ = (2KoVF/Ao).

We have ●stablished the precise equivalence of the two po-

larons in the Iimi: KovF/A << 1. When is this limit valid in the
o

class of quasi-one-dimensional conducting polymers we have been

considering? To answe~ this question, we need to recall from

Sections IV ●nd V that the f~lll coupled ●lectron-phonon ●quations

uniquely determine KpvFfAo. For trans-(CH)x, for ●xample, KoVF/—.

A = 1/~~, and the weakly bound polaron limit is clearly not valid.
o

On the other hand, for c&-[CH)x (~nd oimilar systems), in the limit

that y = Ae/(Me) ia large -- DO there ●xists ● strong coliton con-

finement ●nergy -- the ningle (and even bipolarou) oolutionc can

have KOVF << Ao, and hence the two-band polaron will look virtually

identical to its one-band counterp~rt.



Finally, it is ●ppropriate to mention that the nonlinear

Schrodinger ●quation ●tructure that ●rises as a limiting case of

the coupled ●lectron-phonon theory occurs in a wide variety of

quasi-one dimensional systems other than conducting polymers.

An ●xample particularly relevant to the present audience is the

Davydov ooliton ir. a-helix proteins (32), which is discussed in

some detail by Scutt Layne ic these Proceedings. Here the two

coupled degrees of freedom ● re the %ibron” describing the vibra-

-nnal excitation of an amide-l bond and the longitudinal sound ❑ode

.cribing the deviation from equilibrium of the hydrogen-bonded

backbone of the protein. The resulting soliton has the same fomil

as the one-band polaron discus~ed here. This ●xample provides a

clear illustration of the genericity of the concept of solitons and

of the importa~ce of understandin~ these nonlinear excitations.

VI1. IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The rich structure of theoretically predicted nonlinear ●xcitations

and the strikinE contrasts between the cis- and trans-isomers—.

suggest that polyacetylene should be an ideal experimentni testing

ground f~r a vtiriety of concepts which apply to many quasi or~e-

dimensional materials. As one might ●xpect, however, the reality

of the situation is more complicated than our simple models have

nuggested, and ●lthough large numbers of experiments (1-6) have in-

deed been carried out, the interpretation of the results in terms

of the theoretical concepts (e.g. , kink solitons ●nd polarons) is

controver~ial snd still no~ firmly ectabliahed.

In part, this situation arises from limitations of the theore-

tical models. The simple one-dimensional adiabatic mean field

models we introduced in Sections IV ●nd V ignored quantum fluctua-

tion ●ffects of the lattice, electron-electron interaction,

coupling between the chains, ●nd the ●ffects of disorder cauoed by

intrinsic or extrinsic defects, All of these omissions ● re cur-

rently belug corrected (l-6), but the final word on their combined

●ffect on the theoretical picture generated from the simple model

has not been maid.



In larger part, the gap between experimental results ●nd

theoretical interpretation arises from properties of the ●ctual

material not reflected in the simple models. Thus, for ●xample,

the as-synthesized ❑aterial cont~ins an imprecisely known number

of cross-links between chains; these cross-links destroy the n-

orbital conjugation assumed in the simple models. A second ●xample

of “real world” complication arises in the study of chemically

“doped” polyacetylene. Because of the strength of the intrachain

chain coupling (the u-bonds) and the fibrillar nature of the

material, “doping” the chains (by adding small amounts of, for

example, AsF
5

ot Na) does not destroy the material but can be

viewed as si~ly the addition or removal of electrons from the

chain. Since this should produce precisely the nonlinear exci-

tation we have discu~sed previously, it might seem that comparative

doping studies of cis- and trans-(CH)x should resolve all questions

about the nature of the ●xcitations in these materials. Unfor-

tunately, upon doping cis-(CH) x undergoes (at least partial) iso-

merization to trans-(CH)x, and thus the interpretation of the com-—..

parative doping experiments is difficult.

All these complications notwithstanding, there is now a large

body of experimental data that can be understood in terms of the

theoretical concepts related to the kink and polaron solitons. In

many cases the “soliton interpretation” is either not unique or not

definitive, and hence considerable controversy still rages. As a

result, it is impossible to summarize the full situation both

briefly ●nd accurately, ●nd thus we shall simply describe the types

of experimental tests that have been made and refer the serious

reader to the ●ppropriate literature (l-6) for details. We shall

discuss four points: (1) the creation of mobile -pins upon thermal

isomerization of cis- to trans-(CH)x (33-35); (2) the ●xistence of

●pinlesa charge carriers in doped trans-(CH)x (36); (3) photo-

lminrscence ●nd photoconductivity (37); (4) optical absorption

(30-40) ●nd infrared activity (41, 42) both in photo-induced

●~periments (43-44) ●nd in doped materials (45-47).



Fi:st, when as-synthesized ~-(CH)x films are carefully

isomerized to trans-(CH)x by controlled beating, there is a sub-

stantial increase in the magnetic susceptibility with little charge

in the conductivity (33-35); further, the spins giving rise to the

susceptibility are ❑obile (33-35), In the soliton framework this

can be understood as the creation, dui-ina the isomerization pro-

cess (5), of neutral kink solitons in the trans-(CH)x which, as we

discussed in Section IV, carry ~ but no charge.

Second, when tran,--(CH)x is doped in the region of 1% to 6%,—.

the ❑agnetic susceptibility go~s down as the conductivity goes up

(36) . This is consistent with first changing all the neutral kink

solitons to charged solitons (which carry no spin) and then contin-

uing to form charged solitons upon fur.ner doping.

Third, a comparison of the photo-luminescence and photo-

conductivity of c5s- and trans-(CH)x reveals striking contrasts of

a kind qualitatively expected from the soliton picture (5). In

trans-(CH)x, where the ●lectron-hole pair formed by the initial

photon should quickly relax into a soliton/anti-soliton pair (16, L8)

which can then escape, the photoconductivity is high and no photo-

luminesccnce is observed (37). In contrast, in ~-(CH)x where the

●lectron-hole pair should relax to a bipolaron (exciton), which

remains localized and threfore subject to recombination, one ob-

serves photo-luminescence but little photoconductivity (37).

Fourth, optical rnbsorption in the presence of kink oolitons

(38-39) or polarons (40) should be modified by the existence of the

localized electronic states in the gap. For doped materials, there

is ●violence for both polaron (46) (at very low rlopant concentra-

tions, as ●nticipated in Sectinn IV) and kink soliton (45) absorp-

tion. Similarly, photo-induced ●xperiments (43-44) reveal etructure

within the gap. The infrared activity associated with ●xcitations

causing this in-gap ●b~orption is conmiatcnt with the soliton pic-

ture (41), ●lthough this interpretation is not unique (42).

In summary, ●lthough there is a substantial body of experi-

mental data which the aoliton framework can ●xplain, there remains

disagreement (49) over the uniqueness ●rid/or definitivene~s of the



Eoliton interpretation.

Having thus (very briefly) sketched the ●xperimental status

of solitons in polyacetylene, let me turn to one final point which

is ~~rticularly relevant for the ~resent symposium: namely, the

.ole of solitons in transport phenomena in conducting polymers.

There are two important aspects to this problem: (1) the dynamics

of solitons in the ❑odels of (CH)X; and (2) the manner in which

eolitons, assuming they exist, appear in the actua? conducting

polymers.

We have thus far said nothing about the dynamics of solitons in

(CH) In large part, t} .s is because the neat ●nalytic results
x“

available for static solutions simply cannot, fcr technical reasons,

be found for dynamic solitons. Thus, for example, in the micro-

scopic models of (CH)X (unlike the phenomenologiral model of

Section 111) there is no known analytic solution for a ❑oving kink

(or polaron). Numerical simulations reveal (16, 30) that this

dynamics can be quite complex, with many phonons accompanying a

moving soliton and soliton-soliton interactions being important (30).

Thus the simple picture of a soliton moving ballistically along the

polymer is too naive, and ● ven within the models one needs much

f~rther study of soliton dynamics.

More important than these (essentially technical) problems is

the iact that ~n the real conducting polymer material the charged

solitons ● le actualiy bound (“pinned”) by Coulomb attraction to

tbe dopants that formed them. Hence they cannot contribute to the

DC conductivity (at least for electric fields below a large dcpin-

ning field) by physically movin8. In”tead, it has been ●rgued (51)

that conductivity ariaes by variable-range ●lectron hopping from

(pinned) charged eolitons to neutral ones. Whatever the sctual

mechaniom, it is clear that the naive picture of kinks ●nd polarons

running up and down the polymeric chains is simply not. applicable.

In conclusion let me stress that, despite theoretical uncer-

tainties ●nd ●xperimental complications in real materials, the

subject of quaai-one-dimensional conducting polymers remains one

of the most ●xciting ● reas of condensed matter physics. And per-



haps one day these materials will play roles in mo’.ecular ●lectronic

devices.
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FIGURE

1. (m) ●nd (b) TIIe two schematic bond structures corresponding
to the two degenerate ground states (two Kekule structures)
for an infinite chain of trana-(CH)

x“

2. (m) #nd (b) The two schematic bond gtructuree corresponding
to the ●ctual cis-(CH) ground state ((a], the cis-cis-.—
transoid confi~ationl ●nd the metastable state ((b), the
cis-trano-cisoid configuration). The metastsble configura-——
tion in (b) has greater ●nergy per (CH) unit snd thus in the
infinite polymer is infinitely higher in energy than ground
state (a)

3. A plot of the energy per unit length versus bond ●lternation/
dimerization parameter A for cpatially constant A. (a) For
trans-(CH)x, note the two deRenrrate states (corresponding to
Tig. 2(a) and (b)) at A = tio ●ni the local maximum (indicating
instability and corresponding to the hypothetical case of
uniform bond lenstha) ●t A = 0. Tbc height of the barrier
between -A. ●nd +A ia called 6V/k in Fig. 5, (b) For cin-
(CH) , ?note the un que ground otate (corresponding to Fir
2(a)xand the metastable state (corresponding to Fig, 2(b)),

4. A ~chem~tic representation of a kink soliton in trans-(CH)
showing how it interpolates between the -A. ground state a%d
+Ao ground state over a finite region,

5. (a) An illustration of the “topological” barrier against
creating a Bin81e kink, To reach the state on the right
requires overcoming an infinite (as L + ~) ●nergy ~arricr,
(b) An illustration that creating ● kink/anti-kink pair do~s
not require overcoming an infinite barrier.

6s The single (n) electron spectrum in trans-(CH) in (a) thr
hypothetical uniform (undimerized) casr ●nd (by the actual
dim~rized ground state. The ~hading indicates filled ●lectron
ntaten . W is the full band width (= 10 ●V in trana-(CH) ) and

2A is the full gap (~ 1,4 ●V).
.—

?
Since there ic precisel~ onr

“a tive” (n) ●lectron per carbon, the band im half filled, no
kF R )[/2ao vh~re the lattice spacing between (CH)X units iB

aZl ,22A.

7. (a) Thr spatial structure of the Eap parameter A(x) for the
kink soliton (solid line) ●nd the probability distribution O!
the localized “mid-gap” ●lectronic state (daahed line). Th~
characteristic IenBth C ia indicat~d,
(b) Thr ●lectronic lev~la ●nd their occupation for the 3
charge ~tate~ of the kink. The shading indicat~a that thr
valencr band ia fully occupied, Q 6 chargr ●nd S E ~pin.



8. (a) The spatial structure of the bond altern~tion/band gap
par~meter A(x) for the polsron (solid line) ●nd the probability
distribu~ion of the localized ●lectronic levels ●t c = ti
(dashed line). For comparison with Fi8. 7, tL- character~s-
tic kink length Lo is plotted. (b) The electronic levels ●nd
their occupations for the “electron polaron” (Q = -e, S = +)
●nd the “hole Polaron” (Q = +e, s = +).

9. A schematic diagram of the spectrum of single ●lectron states
considered in conventional one-band polaron theory, Below
the conduction band continuum there is a single localized
●lectronic state with ●nergy E = -c. with respect to the
bottom of the band.

10, A graphic illustration of the frozen valence baud (FVB)
approximation used in reducin8 the two-band polaron theory tc
a one band model. The actual full one-electron spectrum for
the ●lectron polaron configuration (a) is ●pproximated (FVFI)

by replacing the states below the fermi ●nergy by the values
in the ground state (b) ao that the spectrum corresponds
directly to that considered in the conventional one-band
theory (c).



1. For ● more thorough description of mynthetic techniqueri,
catmlysts, ●nd the resultant morphologies, see the reviews in
Refs. (1-6),

2. Since our discussion is motivational , we sh~ll not complicate
it by inoerting the necessary factr,rs to make ●ll the terms
in the ●nergy ●xpression have conaintent dimensions. In the
sections on the microscopic models, we will be precise re-
garding dimensions.

3. Note that this particular reduction holds only for etates with

c S A. + ()(k*), For ntates in the valence band, c Z -A. +
‘2 (2)O(k ), ●nd thus $n (1?is the large component and ~n is deter-

mined in terms 01 it. Furthemnorc, for large k (i.e., rotates

far ●way from the band ●dges) one clearly cannot make this

reduction,



TABLE

1. Polaron ●nd Multipolaron States in cis-(CH)
x

n+ n ~ 9_ e E/i
o

INTERPRETATION
— —

1
0
2
1
0
2
1
2

2
1
2
1
0
1
0
0

1 1 0.38
1 -1 0.38
2 -2 0,71
2 0 0.71
2 +2 0.71
3 -1 0.95
3 +1 0.95
4 0 1.11

0.98
0.98
1.43
).43
1,43
1,96
1.96
2.36

polaron (e)
polaron (h)
bipolaron (e,e)
bipolaron (elh)
bipolaron (h)h)
\ripolaron (e,e,h)
tripolaron (h,h,e)
quadripolaron (e,e,h,h)

Caption

The possible polaron ●nd multipolsron states in cis-(CH) for the
case of y = 1. N = n+ - n- T+ 2 is the ●ffective=cupat on number,
Q=2-n+ -n- is the cha,-ge, e is the ●ngle defined in the text
(in radians), and E/A. gives the full ●nergy of the ●xcitation,
Further interpretation is 8iven in the text,
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